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Overview

• The e-FEP project
• Peer-to-peer feedback: where, when, and how
• Examples of peer-to-peer feedback
• Evaluation questionnaires: first findings• Evaluation questionnaires: first findings
• Conclusions 



The e-FEP project (1)

• The e-Feedback Evaluation project
• Collaborative JISC-funded project: OU & 

Manchester
• Evaluation of the use of spoken and written e-

feedback
• Evaluation of the use of spoken and written e-

feedback
– examine the ways in which students and tutors use 

spoken and written e-feedback
– evaluate the perceptions and preferences of tutors 

and students in relation to spoken and written 
e-feedback

– investigate the ways in which students engage with 
the written and spoken e-feedback that they receive



The e-FEP project (2)

• In Manchester…
– Focus on e-feedback (all courses)
– Focus on peer-to-peer feedback (2 courses)

• Combination of written and audio-feedback• Combination of written and audio-feedback

http://www.jisc.ac.uk/whatwedo/programmes/
elearning/assessmentandfeedback/efep.aspx

eFeP
e-feedback evaluation project



Research questions

• Are students engaging with feedback enough? 
• Do students understand feedback jargon?
• Can we make students more interested in 

feedback as a process?feedback as a process?
• Is getting a mark all that matters?



Why Peer-to-peer

Peer-Assisted Learning fosters:

• Intellectual interaction
• Deeper understanding
• Greater openness• Greater openness
• Transferable skills
• Social interaction
• Enjoyment

(Donaldson & Topping 1996)



Where and when

• ITAL10200 beginners course 
– 2nd semester, last piece of ACW
– PtP compulsory activity

• ITAL30200 advanced course
• 2nd semester, week 4 & week 9
• PtP recommended activity



How

• ITAL10200
– Group composition
– Groups exchange work: correct, assess and mark 

each other
– Tutor’s mark 60%

• ITAL30200
– Individual compositions: one tema, one parafrasi
– Students exchange work: correct, assess and mark 

each other
– Tutor’s comments



Examples of corrections (10200)



Examples of corrections (30200)



The feedback form



Examples of feedback & mark



Examples of feedback & mark



Evaluation questionnaires

• Distributed at the end of year

• ITAL10200: 27/39 responses
– 2 did not take part in PtP

ITAL10200

Resp. 69%

Non-resp. 
– 2 did not take part in PtP

• ITAL30200: 35/42 responses
– 3 did not take part in PtP

Non-resp. 
31%

ITAL30200

Resp. 
83%

Non-
resp. 
17%



Questionnaire format

• Q1: Did you take part in PtP?
– If not, explain why

• Q2: Did you find taking part in PtP feedback • Q2: Did you find taking part in PtP feedback 
activities useful?
– Tick to dis/agree with 19 statements

• Q3: Any other comments



Why didn’t you take part?

• ITAL10200
– I wasn’t bothered
– I don’t actually know what it is

• ITAL30200
– Was unaware…
– Too much of a commitment
– Lack of attendance / time. I would have liked to at 

other opportunity



PtP has helped me understand how 
giving feedback works

ITAL10200

Strongly agree 26%

Agree 48%

Neutral 22%

Disagree 4%

74%

Disagree 4%

ITAL30200

Str. Agree 42%

Agree 45%

Neutral 6%

Disagree 3.5%

Str. Dis. 3.5%

87%

7%



PtP has made me more interested in 
the feedback process

ITAL10200

Str. Agree 13%

Agree 34%

Neutral 26%

Disagree 17%

47%

26%Disagree 17%

Str. Dis. 9%

ITAL30200

Str. Agree 23%

Agree 39%

Neutral 19%

Disagree 9%

Str. Dis. 9%

26%

62%

18%



PtP has helped me understand the 
language of feedback better (e.g. syntax)

ITAL10200

Str. Agree 26%

Agree 39%

Neutral  13%

Disagree 8%

65%

21%Disagree 8%

Str. Dis. 13%

ITAL30200

Str. Agree 29%

Agree 32%

Neutral 16%

Disagree 19%

Str. Dis. 3%

21%

61%

22%



PtP has made me more aware of the 
tutor feedback I receive

ITAL10200

Str. Agree 17%

Agree 48%

Neutral 17%

Disagree 9%

65%

Disagree 9%

Str. Dis. 9%

ITAL30200

Str. Agree 26%

Agree 45%

Neutral 13%

Disagree 9%

Str. Disagree 6%

18%

71%

15%



PtP has helped me become more 
objective about my own work

ITAL10200

Str. Agree 8%

Agree 57%

Neutral 17%

Disagree 9%

65%

Disagree 9%

Str. Dis. 9%

ITAL30200

Str. Agree 29%

Agree 45%

Neutral 13%

Disagree 10%

Str. Dis. 3%

18%

74%

13%



Any other comments? (ITAL10200)

1. A fantastic idea that adds fun to the course!
2. Need guidance on it first
3. Perhaps do this earlier in the year (oral exams)
4. I don’t like it because how would they know if 4. I don’t like it because how would they know if 

the corrections are right?
5. I didn’t think we were at the stage that we were 

able to give each other accurate and fair 
feedback on our language skills

6. I don’t take comments to peers seriously. I 
would prefer to get comments from the expert
tutors which I act on and trust



Any other comments? (ITAL10200)

7. It is good to help learning grammar mistakes 
(sic) and working in groups, however it’s not 
great when a group member contributes nothing 
& still gets the mark

8. I didn’t like giving feedback, I found confusing8. I didn’t like giving feedback, I found confusing
[…] I feel slightly awful!

9. I really, really disagree with PtP feedback. It can 
never be a fraction as useful as feedback from a 
qualified tutor & I completely fail to see how a 
better understanding of how to give feedback 
supersedes a better marking standard!



Any other comments? (ITAL30200)

1. PtP was a useful and interesting experience (x2 – ‘but 
not too often’)

2. It was fun, but…
o Not sure how well students can advise me on how to 

improve
o Some students are not objective […]; confusion o Some students are not objective […]; confusion 

3. It was good, but…
o It’s not done seriously enough by students
o Feedback from tutor is better
o It depends too much on level of commitment put in by 

partner
o Many were too generous […], difficult to grade without 

offending […] looking at someone else’s work gave me 
good ideas and tips



Any other comments? (ITAL30200)

• Good to see other people’s work but hard to 
give feedback when you are at the same level

• Feedback in any form is a positive
• This should be optional• This should be optional
• Can be different (meant: difficult?) if the 

person is your friend – less harsh!
• This was the only part that I really did not like, 

the feedback is too subjective  



Any other comments? (ITAL30200)

• It felt a bit pointless […] peers don’t want to give 
friends a bad mark and cannot spot all the 
grammatical errors. Fun but not useful for 
language. I would rather have the teacher gave 
the feedbackthe feedback

• What’s the point of having work marked by 
someone who will not recognise all errors or 
have a clear understanding of benchmark 
standards? Only slightly useful for better 
objective understanding of feedback process

• You guys are so supportive, keep it up! All the 
best!



First conclusions (1)

A few months into the project…
• Students don’t seem to trust each other that 

much
• Too much dependence on tutor: cultural change?• Too much dependence on tutor: cultural change?
• Mark more important than actual feedback 

process?
• Most students liked it
• May contribute to change in tutor-oriented 

feedback culture and dependence 



Conclusions (2)
Question ITAL10200 ITAL30200

Understand how fb works 74% 87%

More interested in fb process 47% 62%

Understand language of fb better 65% 61%

More awareness of tutor fb 65% 71%

More objective about own work 65% 74%

Worth doing with beginners

Worth doing with finalists
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